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Complete 

Efficient 
Leverage cloud processing and eliminate 

the need for local directory management 

Minimize job setup time with customizable 

job definitions 

Access address quality and mail list processing services such as 

CASS Certified™ ZIP + 4® coding, NCOALink® processing, postal 

presort, and DMA Do-Not-Mail Suppression  

From your desktop, perform data                                  

manipulation functions such as editing,       

file merging, and duplicate ID and 

elimination 

Take advantage of advanced     

capabilities including Palletization, 

Manifest Mailing, Drop Shipping,    

Package Services, EDDM®, and   

Geocoding 

Easy 
Simplify eDoc submissions by submitting 

mail.dat files in seconds to PostalOne!® 

with one simple click. 

Integrated 
Execute mail list processing just by 

dropping a file in a Windows folder with    

A-Qua Mailer desktop’s Hot Folder 

feature 

Experienced 

Access one of the most experienced and 

knowledgeable customer service teams 

in the industry, with one-on-one support 

by phone, live chat, or email 

Benefit from Lorton Data’s over 30 years 

of experience serving thousands of 

organizations of all sizes, across all 

industries, nationwide 
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Secure 
Rely confidently on an independently audited 

data center that receives a SOC2 Type 2 report 

for security, availability, confidentiality, and 

privacy 

Start getting more value from   

your mailing software 

··· 

Reduce maintenance and labor costs 

Maximize postal discounts 

Meet all your mail data processing needs 



. Processing services can be accessed 

at any time, making A-Qua Mailer 

desktop the most cost effective 

and highly available solution in 

the industry today 

. As mailing requirements change,        

A-Qua Mailer desktop is updated 

automatically, assuring that you are 

accessing the most up-to-date mail 

data processing services available 

Lorton Data is a non-exclusive NCOALink Full-Service Provider Licensee of the United States Postal Service. DSF2 processing is provided by a non-exclusive licensee of the 

USPS. The prices for NCOALink, DSF2, and LACSLink are not established, controlled or approved by the USPS. 

The following are among the registrations and trademarks owned by the United States Postal Service: CASS Certified, Certified Mail, DPV, DSF2, EDDM, NCOALink, PAVE, 

PostalOne!, Postal Service, RDI, USPS, United States Postal Service, ZIP, and ZIP + 4. This is not a comprehensive list of all Postal Service trademarks.  

1. Install A-Qua Mailer desktop on your 

Windows system 

2. Import data files from multiple formats 

3. Perform robust mail list editing in the 

data grid 

4. Create custom job definitions that can 

be used over and over 

5. Execute mail list processing through a 

secure cloud environment 

Using A-Qua Mailer desktop 


